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Abstract.Cloud computing domain is a well developed technology that everyone uses now-

a-days. Most of the users use cloud for computing servers, as virtual hard disk and for 

analytical purposes. Cloud servers make the users on same data simultaneously and from 

multiple places. This feature increases productivity in all sectors. IT sector need to manage 

many servers because most IT organizations have their website where they host the cloud 

instance for the employees to work. This paper proposes an approach to centrally manage 

the cloud server instances and also improves the security of cloud server instances. The 

security maintenance of a cloud server instance is necessary issue to be considered since 

there is a possibility of leaving vulnerability in the cloud server instance that leads to loss of 

critical information of an organization. Hence this paper proposes an approach for the 

maintenance of cloud server instances.  
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1   Introduction 

Cloud Computing [1] offers many services like storage of data, network, and compute which 

benefits the industries to reducing cost, increase production, performance and efficiency. Hence 

the evolution of Cloud Computing [2] made many organizations to make use of cloud servers and 

make their employees to work on the data stored on the cloud. This made possible to increase the 

productivity since the users can work simultaneouly on the stored data and makes the users to be 

interconnected and access the data from any location. This is made possible since cloud 

computing uses virtualization technology. The various industries that makes use of cloud 

computing are automotive, banking, retail, education, healthcare, entertainment, IT industries, etc.  

Security [3] is an important aspect to be considered with respect to cloud computing. This 

security issues are in both side the cloud providers and the cloud users. The cloud providers 

should ensure that they provide a secured infrastructure for the cloud users. The cloud users can 

be the organizations who host their applications and data on the cloud. The organizations which 

store their data on the cloud servers should ensure that the hosted data is managed in a secured 

manner.  

Many IT organizations [4] [5] host their data in the cloud for the operations to be performed 

by their employees. Hence in these types of IT organizations, there will be a lot of servers to be 

managed and taken care of, because most IT organizations have their website and they host that in 

a cloud instance and their software in the cloud for their employees/users to access. Each IT 

organization maintains a team to manage the servers. These organizations store multiple users’ 

data on the same server. As a result, there is a chance that one user's private data can be viewed by 

other users. If there is an issue in the server, the team must fix that issue and provide proper data 

isolation and logical storage segregation.The other teams should wait until the fixing those issues 

which will slow down the development process and it may lead to the loss of revenue for the 

organization. Also, it breaks the continuous development and continuous integration of the devops 

life cycle. The maintenance of a cloud server instance must be taken care or else there is a 

possibility of leaving vulnerability in the cloud server instance that leads to loss of critical 

information of an organization. Hence we propose a model for cloud server security and 
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management that will minimize these difficulties. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the related work. Section 3 

describes the proposed architecure. Section 4 gives the experimental results and discussion. 

Section 6 gives the conclusion. 

2Related Work 

Chef Automate by Chef Corporation is an automation tool which has the features like operational 

visibility, detecting the changes in real time and responding to them, audit configuration is made 

quickly along with compliance history, servers scanning and integrating with Chef’s open source 

projects [6][15]. 

IUEM by Ivanti can be used to manage on-premise machines that are available in a network and it 

supports all operating system. It provides a real-time view of all changes either user initated 

changes or machine-initiated changes which are happening in the environment. It also notifies any 

failures which happen by chat or webhook. The lack of support for cloud based instances is a 

great disadvantage. So that this tool cannot be used by enterprises and by individuals who has the 

work environment in cloud [7][14]. 

The security of data in cloud computing is discussed in [8][12][13]. This paper proposes 

methods for data protection. This paper also provides an insight on data security. The security 

aspects considered in this paper are data-in-transit and data-at-rest.  

Cloud environment which provides a powerful computing platform is discussed in [9] and also 

this discusses the security vulnerabilities in Linux Server. Also, this paper compares the cloud 

service models with respect to cloud security risks and contermeasures for breaches were given in 

the paper.    

Enhanced techniques for cloud security are dicussed in [10][16], where the security issues are 

addressed. The security issues include data protection, network security, virtualization security, 

application integrity, and identity management. This paper analyzes and evaluates the most 

important security techniques for data protection in cloud computing. Also it recommends the 

data data protection techniques to security in cloud computing. 

The era of cloud computing technology used in IT Industries was discussed in [11] and 

provides the growth of the IT industries before and after the cloud computing.  

3   Proposed Work 

The proposed work consists of two daemons that run continuously in the cloud instances, one 

will be running in a central cloud server instance from which we want to manage all the cloud 

server instance and another one will running in all cloud server instance that we want to manage. 

The main cloud server instance from which we manage is called as a server module and the cloud 

server instances that we manage are called as agent modules. The server has a console that shows 

all the agents under it. From the console, requests can be sent to all the agents like installing 

security fixes, changing ip rules etc. The agents in the rest of the servers wait for any request from 

the server by listening to a port.  

 If the agent receives any request, it does the job and sends a status to the server. The server 

then takes the response status and updates the console. The proposed approach saves a lot of time 

since since all the servers can be managed from a single console and that console can be accessed 

from any machine. 

The console can be used to set firewall rules to control internet activity, enable or disable 

antivirus to protect from malicious program. The console also provides a view to see the missing 

application security fixes and option to select and apply those security fixes, a view to see all open 

ports in servers, since open ports can be accessed by hackers to steal your organizations data. The 

console also allows creating, editing and managing all the cron jobs in a server. 

An automated patch management solution should meet a few key requirements, including: 

Continuous endpoint monitoring, A network-neutral architecture, Robust testing, Reporting 

capabilities. If the agent receives any request, it does the job and sends a status to the server. The 
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server then takes the response status and updates the console. The server has a console that shows 

all the agents under our server. From the console, you can send requests to all the agents like 

installing security fixes, changing ip rules etc. The agents in the rest of the servers wait for any 

request from the server by listening to a port. One of the greatest strengths of Patch Manager Plus 

Cloud is that it ensures that there are no security vulnerabilities in the network. It has Privacy 

Settings which you can use to get hold of the Enterprise's data privacy and security. 

2.1 Product Architecture 

The product architecture of the proposed approach is given in the Fig1. The server module in 

the Figure.1 is the main cloud instance from which the agent module cloud instances are 

managed. The server module has a console to manage the rest of the agents in the cloud. The 

server module can be installed in a cloud instance where system administrator is comfortable in 

managing the entire cloud instances. The arrows in the architecture diagram represent the 

communication between the server and agent. Here communication is both the ways, since server 

need to send commands to the agent instance and the agent cloud instance need to send the status 

for the corresponding commands to the server cloud instance.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Product Architecture 

The server module and agent module is installed on the cloud instances manually, then both the 

server and agent module will take care of managing activities. The server module creates a 

configuration file which tells the agent what to do. The agent module gets the server and performs 

the configuration and sends the status to the server module. The main job of the agent module is 

to send response for the server module commands. In agent module, the service will be started 

automatically as soon as the cloud instance starts and it listens to a port to get the command from 

the server. 

The server module uses this result of the config and process the config. The result of the config 

is stored in a file if it is a scan config. The agent module has a golang written ever-running 

process (daemon) which will be started automatically as soon as the agent cloud instance started 

and it listens to a port to get the task or config from the server.  

The service that runs in the agent module sends a notification to the server for every 10 minutes 

to notify that the agent module is active or not, so that the server module knows that the agent is 

ready to process the server’s task or config. After getting any config from the server cloud 

instance, it calls a corresponding executable to do the requested task or config and send a status of 

the task or config to the server. After getting any request from the server, it calls a corresponding 

executable to do the requested task and send a status of what is the result of the task to the server. 

The executable is a golang written code compiled and converted into an executable. The agent 
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module has every function that needs to be done from the console. The console manages the rest 

of the agents in the cloud.  

 The server sends the task and gets the status update from the agent. This also gives a console as 

a user interface for the user to manage the agents under that server module. The server module 

contacts the agent using the ip address and port combination, then it sends whatever the request to 

that agent. The server module always listens on a port for the incoming status from the agents. 

The agent sends the task and gets the status update from the agent. The Apache web server also 

gives a console as a user interface for the user to manage the agents under that server module. A 

server manages all the processes and also stores all data. The client makes request to the server for 

a specified data or processes. The server inturn relays the output to the client. The processing is 

performed in the client side, but requires server data resources for completion. 

The cloud instances in the cloud are periodically scanned for latest scan data and they are stored 

in a file. A comprehensive scanning mechanism checks for the existence of the cloud instance and 

also checks for the state of the cloud instance by performing file version checks and checksum. 

The vulnerability data of the cloud instance is periodically updated with the latest information 

from the cloud instance. The agent module has a golang written ever-running process (daemon) 

which will be started automatically as soon as the agent cloud instance started and it listens to a 

port to get the task or config from the server. The service that runs in the agent module sends a 

notification to the server for every 10 minutes to notify that the agent module is active or not, so 

that the server module knows that the agent is ready to process the server’s task or config. 

4   Results and Discussion 

The server module has a golang written ever-runnig server. It gets started after the cloud 

instance is started. It has no GUI to control the agents, since sysadmins mostly use Command 

Line Interface to operate a cloud instance, so need to use CLI to control the server module and it’s 

also not complicated to use the server module. Now there are options to list, scan agent cloud 

instances and apply firewall rules to agent cloud instances. The server module saves a config file 

for each of the agent module. The agent module gets this config and applies this config and sends 

the result of the config to the server module. The agent module is installed on the servers 

manually, then the server will take care of managing the rest of the security activities. In the agent 

module installed servers, there will be no user interface for the user to use. 

The server module uses this result of the config and process the config. The result of the config 

is stored in a file if it is a scan config. The agent module has a golang written ever-running 

process (daemon) which will be started automatically as soon as the agent cloud instance started 

and it listens to a port to get the task or config from the server. The service that runs in the agent 

module sends a notification to the server for every 10 minutes to notify that the agent module is 

active or not, so that the server module knows that the agent is ready to process the server’s task 

or config. After getting any config from the server cloud instance, it calls a corresponding 

executable to do the requested task or config and send a status of the task or config to the server.  

The cloud instances in the cloud are periodically scanned for latest scan data and they are stored 

in a file. A comprehensive scanning mechanism checks for the existence of the cloud instance and 

state of the cloud instance by performing file version checks and checksums. The vulnerability 

data of the cloud instance is periodically updated with the latest information from the cloud 

instance. The scanning logic automatically determines which updates are needed on each client 

system. This is determined by considering the operating system, application, and update 

dependencies. After scanning id completed successfully, the results of each scanning are returned 

and stored in the server module file. The results of the scanning results can be viewed from the 

console. 

The client-server model is a core network computing concept. This can also be used for email 

exchange and Web/database access. A server manages most processes and stores all data. The 

agent module is installed on the servers manually and then the server will take care of managing 

the rest of the security activities. In the agent module installed servers, there will be no user 
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interface for the user to use. Based on the client requests, server relays requested data or processes 

to the client. 

In short the modules in our product works like master and slave model. The agent (slave) 

installed in the servers will do whatever the server (master) says. The server module has all the 

view to control the agents. The server module has a front end as the web console. The server 

module has a Apache web server from which the console will be displayed. The client-server 

model is a distributed communication framework of network processes among service requests, 

clients and service providers. The client-server connection is established through a network or the 

Internet. 

Firewall rules are present in config and the config file is given by the server to the agent 

module. The agent module after downloading the config file, the firewall rules are applied to the 

machine using the command nft -f file_path to apply the firewall rules in the machine. The 

machine then applies this firewall rules in kernel level. In nftables the rules are flushed after a 

reboot so every time the instance booted the firewall rules are applied again by the agent. 
 

 
Fig. 2.Server Scanning 

The Fig.2 shows server scanning process and the result is stored in a file to be viewed by the 

system administrator. 

 

Fig.3 Console showing agent details 

The Fig.3 shows the details of the agent service, open port details, security packages to be 

installed. 
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Fig.4 Firewall Config rules 

The Fig.4 shows the firewall config rules from the central server instance to the agent module. 

Thus the problem of managing a lot of servers is reduced by the proposed approach.  

5   Conclusion 

The use of cloud computing in many sectors imposes security risks to the data stored in the cloud. 

Especially, IT sector need to manage many servers because most IT organizations have their 

website where they host the cloud instance for the employees to work. The proposed approach 

reduces the difficulty in managing a lot of servers. The efficiency in continuous integration and 

continuous deployment is increased due to the managing all the servers from a console and even 

that console can be accessed from anywhere. This project can be improved more like managing 

all the things of a server like installing any application from the console. Thus the proposed 

approach helps in managing the security of the servers, since security of a server is important for 

an organization. 
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